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Latitudinal gradient of nestedness and its potential drivers in stream detritivores


Understanding what mechanisms shape the diversity and composition of biological assemblages across broad-scale gradients is central to ecology. Litter-consuming detritivorous invertebrates in streams show an unusual diversity gradient, with α-diversity increasing towards high latitudes but no trend in γ-diversity. We hypothesized this pattern to be related to shifts in nestedness and several ecological processes shaping their assemblages (dispersal, environmental filtering and competition). We tested this hypothesis, using a global dataset, by examining latitudinal trends in nestedness and several indicators of the above processes along the latitudinal gradient. Our results suggest that strong environmental filtering and low dispersal in the tropics lead to often species-poor local detritivore assemblages, nested in richer regional assemblages. At higher latitudes, dispersal becomes stronger, disrupting the nested assemblage structure and resulting in local assemblages that are generally more species-rich and non-nested subsets of the regional species pools. Our results provide evidence that mechanisms underlying assemblage composition and diversity of stream litter-consuming detritivores shift across latitudes, and provide an explanation for their unusual pattern of increasing α-diversity with latitude. When we repeated these analyses for whole invertebrate assemblages of leaf litter and for abundant taxa showing reverse or no diversity gradients we found no latitudinal patterns, suggesting that function-based rather than taxon-based analyses of assemblages may help elucidate the mechanisms behind diversity gradients.
Explaining what mechanisms shape the diversity and composition of biological assemblages and how these vary at broad scales are central goals of ecology. One of the most striking and best documented patterns on earth is the latitudinal gradient of regional diversity ($\gamma$) which, for many taxa, peaks in tropical regions and shows a steady decline towards the poles (Pianka 1966, Hillebrand 2004). This pattern in $\gamma$-diversity can sometimes explain latitudinal patterns in the diversity of local assemblages ($\alpha$) and their compositional turnover ($\beta$), suggesting that similar ecological mechanisms might be operating at different latitudes (Kraft et al. 2011). However, this is not always the case, and ecological mechanisms under-lying diversity gradients are not yet well understood, with most hypotheses still untested (Willig et al. 2003).

Litter-consuming detritivorous invertebrates in streams (hereafter ‘detritivores’) show contrasting patterns of $\alpha$- and $\gamma$-diversity across latitudes (Boyero et al. 2012) and thus offer an opportunity for examining the above questions. While there are more detritivore species locally at higher than lower latitudes (i.e. they show a ‘reversed’ or positive latitudinal gradient for $\alpha$-diversity), their regional species pools do not change systematically with latitude (Boyero et al. 2011a). It is thus plausible that detritivore assemblages are structured differently at different latitudes, with variation in the relative importance of different ecological processes shaping their assemblages. Here we use a global dataset to examine this question through the analysis of latitudinal gradients in assemblage nestedness and in several indicators of potentially relevant ecological processes, namely dispersal, environmental filtering and competition. Nestedness is an informative measure relating to relationships among, and structure of contiguous and separated assemblages. is complementary to other measures such as species turnover ($\beta$-diversity) that we have reported for the assemblages studied here (Boyero et al. 2012). There is, to our knowledge, no information on how nestedness varies with latitude, although this metric is an important proxy for the resilience and robustness of ecosystems against environmental change (Bascompte et al. 2003), which has clear implications for conservation.

Nestedness occurs when the species present at less species-rich sites are subsets of the assemblages of richer sites (Wright and Reeves 1992, Ulrich et al. 2009). The few species present at poorer sites are those that are found everywhere, whereas only richer sites will support the more uncommon species (Wright and Reeves 1992). For detritivores, we suggest that many tropical sites are relatively species poor because they are nested subsets of richer assemblages, as can be the case for terrestrial vertebrates (Williams and Pearson 1997). That is, we hypothesise (H1) that the nestedness of detritivore assemblages is higher towards the tropics, and that this pattern is the result of a combination of the following patterns.

1) Lower dispersal capabilities towards the tropics (H2). It has been shown for other organisms (e.g. woody plants) that nestedness can be caused by low dispersal (Kadmon 1995). We suggest that detritivore dispersal could be lower in the tropics because, following Janzen’s (1967) hypothesis, localities at different altitudes show little overlap in climate, due to their low seasonality, so species have relatively narrow temperature tolerances that limit altitudinal range shifts.

2) Stronger environmental filtering towards the tropics (H3), as seen in some tropical vertebrate assemblages (Williams and Pearson 1997). As many detritivores have evolved in cool waters, higher temperatures may limit their distribution for physiological reasons (Boyero et al. 2011a). Also, a less variable climate promotes greater climatic specialisation (Kozak and Wiens 2007), and filtering would be expected to affect specialists more than generalists. While generalists would have a widespread distribution, specialists would only occupy sites with few filters (Boyero et al. 2011b, Chase and Myers 2011, Hui et al. 2013).

3) Weaker interspecific competition towards the tropics (H4). A nested structure may reduce effective interspecific competition because specialists interact only with subsets of the species that interact with the generalists (Bastolla et al. 2009). Thus we predict that there would be evidence of less competition in the tropics, although this might be countered by competition for good-quality leaf litter resources, which are generally scarcer in the tropics (Boyero et al. 2006, 2011a, Bastán et al. 2008).

Finally, we undertook similar analyses for whole invertebrate assemblages of leaf litter and for four abundant insect orders, which show reverse or no latitudinal diversity gradients (Supplementary material Appendix 1; Vinson and Hawkins 2003, Pearson and Boyero 2009). We suggest that previous studies failed to identify relationships between ecological processes and diversity across broad gradients because they focused on taxonomic groups. Species within taxa often use varied resources and interact variously, such that different ecological mechanisms operate simultaneously and, possibly, in different directions, obscuring patterns of occurrence. To this end, grouping species according to their functional role in ecosystems and examining how species within the same functional group respond collectively to broad gradients could be helpful. We thus hypothesise (H5) that any latitudinal gradients in nestedness, dispersal, environmental filtering and competition demonstrated for the detritivore functional group will not be found for whole assemblages or particular taxa of invertebrates inhabiting leaf litter.

Material and methods

Study organisms

There are two main types of detritivorous invertebrate guilds in streams: litter-consuming detritivores (which are often identical with ‘shredders’), and fine-particle ‘collectors’ (Cummins and Klug 1979, Ramírez and Gutiérrez-Fonscca 2014). We studied litter-consuming detrivores but refer to them as ‘detritivores’ for simplicity and analogy with terrestrial systems. Detritivores comprise many species of invertebrate taxa (in our dataset, 154 morphospecies belonging to at least 11 orders, mostly insect larvae with terrestrial adult stages – Supplementary material Appendix 1) that are important components of stream ecosystems and participants in land—water interactions (Wallace et al. 1997, Gessner et al. 2010). Detritivores assimilate carbon and nutrients from leaf litter and other plant detritus and, through their feeding activity, fragment the litter into fine organic particles that are subsequently ingested by invertebrate collectors which, in turn, are consumed by aquatic and terrestrial predators (Heard 1994).
Field and laboratory methods

We sampled leaf litter from 149 stream sites in 15 regions across the globe covering a latitudinal range of 108° (Fig. 1a, b; Table 1). Sampling grain was consistent across regions. Mean geographic distance was not correlated with latitude ($r = 0.31$, $p = 0.26$). Regions were not the same size, but 1st order jackknife estimates indicated that, on average, 88% of species were recorded (Supplementary material Appendix 1, Table A1), and the % of species recorded was not correlated with latitude ($r = 0.006$, $p = 0.79$). Each site was located in a different headwater stream with no notable direct human impact and all were similar in size (stream width $\approx 10$ m; site length $\approx 10$ times the stream width, ranging from 50 to 100 m) and morphology (typical riffle-pool sequence). Details of sampling methods are given in Boyero et al. (2012; 13 regions), Swan et al. (2009; Maryland, USA), and McKie and Malmqvist (2009; Sweden).

We identified and counted all invertebrates found in the samples, and classified each morphospecies (i.e. morphologically distinct, if undescribed, taxa) as litter-consuming detritivore or non-detritivore based on gut content analysis and local specialists’ knowledge (Boyero et al. 2011a, 2012). Taxonomic expertise was similar across regions so inconsistent accuracy in diversity estimates was unlikely. At each site we recorded latitude and altitude (m a.s.l.) and measured the following environmental variables: leaf litter quantity (g dry mass in each sample), diversity (number of species in each sample) and prevalence (% of substrate covered by leaf litter); riparian cover (%) and diversity (number of woody plant species); % native forest in the watershed and watershed area ($\text{km}^2$); stream channel width (m), median water depth (cm) and prevalence of pool habitats (%); water temperature ($^\circ$C), pH, conductivity ($\mu$S cm$^{-1}$), alkalinity (mg CaCO$_3$ l$^{-1}$), dissolved oxygen concentration (mg l$^{-1}$), and concentrations of total nitrogen, nitrate and nitrite, total phosphorus, and soluble reactive phosphorus (all in mg l$^{-1}$). Not all variables were measured at all sites, but the number and type of variables measured were not related to latitude. Mean environmental distance was not related to latitude ($r = 0.03$, $p = 0.92$).

Data analyses

We analysed various datasets separately: detritivores, all litter invertebrates (detritivores plus other invertebrates), and four orders of insects – the Ephemeroptera, Trichoptera, Diptera and Coleoptera – which occurred in 11 of the 15 study regions. Other orders occurred in too few regions for analyses of latitudinal gradients. Two regions (French Guiana, Kenya) were excluded from the analyses of ‘detritivores’ because occurrences were extremely low, with only two species occurring in some of the streams; and we did not have data for ‘all litter invertebrates’ for three regions (Maryland, Malaysia, Queensland). We present results for detritivores in the main results section and for all litter invertebrates and taxonomic orders as Supplementary material Appendix 1.

We examined $\alpha$, $\gamma$- and $\beta$-diversity, the latter using several measures: multiplicative ($\beta_\gamma = \gamma/\alpha_m$), additive ($\beta_a = \gamma - \alpha_m$), beta partition ($\beta_p = 1 - \alpha_m/\gamma$) and Jost partitioning ($\beta_J$) (Jost 2007, Baselga 2010, Kraft et al. 2011).

We tested hypotheses H1–H4 by examining latitudinal changes in measures that reflect nestedness, dispersal, environmental filtering and competition for the detritivore dataset. To test H1, we examined two nestedness estimators (see below). H2 was examined through the relationship between assemblage compositional similarity and distance between

---

Figure 1. Latitudinal change in ecological processes potentially structuring stream detritivore assemblages: (a) map of study regions; (b) altitudinal range and coefficient of variation in each region; (c–f) latitudinal change in nestedness of assemblages (WINE, based on abundances), the slope of the distance–decay relationship (DDR), the slope of the relationship between assemblage similarity and environmental similarity (AES), respectively. ARG, Argentina; BRL, Brazil; COL, Colombia; ECD, Ecuador; FRN, France; HKN, Hong Kong; IND, India; MLD, Maryland, United States; MLY, Malaysia; PAN, Panama; PTG, Portugal; QLD, Queensland, Australia; SWD, Sweden.
Table 1. Study regions (ordered by absolute latitude), region codes, number of sites sampled in each region, mean latitude and latitudinal range (absolute degrees), mean distance between sites (km), local diversity ($\alpha_m$ = mean number of species per site) and regional diversity ($\gamma$ = number of species per region) of litter-consuming detritivores and all leaf litter-associated invertebrates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>No. of sites</th>
<th>Mean latitude</th>
<th>Detritivores</th>
<th>All invertebrates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>ECD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09–0.13</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>KEN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.03–0.39</td>
<td>133.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>MLY</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>3.23–4.50</td>
<td>157.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>COL</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>4.71–4.89</td>
<td>292.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana</td>
<td>FGN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>5.06–5.29</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>PAN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>10.41–10.44</td>
<td>117.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>IND</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>8.18–11.60</td>
<td>256.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.08</td>
<td>17.24–19.01</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>BRL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.44</td>
<td>18.05–20.50</td>
<td>130.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>HKN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22.24</td>
<td>22.16–22.30</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>MLD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39.60</td>
<td>39.36–39.71</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>PTG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40.27</td>
<td>40.07–40.60</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40.99</td>
<td>40.47–41.26</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>FRN</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43.43</td>
<td>43.39–43.49</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>SWD</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64.09</td>
<td>63.56–64.39</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sites (i.e. distance-decay relationship, DDR) and the relationship between assemblage similarity and altitudinal range (AAC). To test H3 we used the relationship between assemblage similarity and environmental variables (AES). H4 was tested through species co-occurrences (C-score). To test H5 we examined the same metrics for all litter invertebrates and separate taxa. The calculation of each metric was as follows.

Nestedness. For each region we compiled a species-by-site matrix, using the number of individuals of each species at each site. We calculated the level of nestedness using two approaches: the weighted-interaction nestedness estimator for abundance matrices (WINE) (Galeano et al. 2009), using the R library ‘bipartite’ (‘wine’ function), and the nestedness based on overlap and decreasing fill for presence/absence matrices (NODF) (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008), using Aninhado 3.0.3 (null model CE). Since nestedness measures are sensitive to matrix size (Ulrich et al. 2009), random matrices were generated from null models to calculate z-scores for significance tests (Gotelli 2000), and normalized values (observed value-mean)/max-mean) were used for cross-region comparisons (Guimarães and Guimarães 2006, Galeano et al. 2009).

DDR slope. For each region, we calculated Euclidean distances between pairs of sites (based on UTM coordinates), and the degree of similarity of their assemblages using the Bray–Curtis index of similarity using the R library ‘vegan’ (‘vegdist’ function). The slope of the linear regression between distances and assemblage similarities was used as a measure of dispersal limitation (Soininen et al. 2007, Brown and Swan 2010).

AAC slope. For each region, we assessed the altitudinal distance (in m) between pairs of sites. We related altitudinal distances to assemblage similarities with linear regression, and the slope was used as a measure of dispersal across altitudinal gradients.

AES slope. For each region, we assessed the environmental similarity between pairs of sites with a multivariate representation of environmental variables (Clark and Ainsworth 1993) in the R library ‘simba’ (‘bioenv’ function). Then, Euclidean distances were calculated between pairs of sites for all possible subsets of environmental variables, standardized to unit standard deviation. The rank correlation was calculated between assemblage dissimilarity (using the Bray–Curtis index) and environmental similarity (measured as Euclidean distance in multivariate space). The subset of environmental variables with the highest rank correlation was retained. The AES slope was estimated as the slope of the best-fit line relating assemblage similarity and environmental distance, calculated for those variables retained, for all pairwise combinations of sites. To satisfy the assumption of no spatial structure in environmental variables (Chase and Myers 2011), we found no significant correlation between inter-site distance and environmental distance within a region.

C-score. Using the C-score as the test statistic, we measured species co-occurrences in the presence/absence matrix (the ‘checkerboard’) (Stone and Roberts 1990). The C-score measures the number of checkerboard subunits, which occur when species A is present at site 1, and absent at site 2, while the reverse is true for species B. The C-score is the average number of subunits between all possible species pairs, and an observed C-score greater than expected by chance indicates that co-occurrences are less than expected by chance (i.e. species are segregated; often a signal of competition), whereas a score lower than expected by chance is indicative of spatial association. We used a one-tailed z-test to assess the significance of the difference between observed and expected C-scores, and the metric of the z-test (i.e. the z-score) for depicting the potential latitudinal trend of co-occurrence, (null model with fixed margins of the species-by-site matrices in Mathematica 8.0). While patterns of co-occurrence might be caused by environmental preferences, association or segregation of species within one functional group indicates either the potential for competition or avoidance of competition by niche differentiation.

Latitudinal variation of all these metrics (nestedness indices, DDR, AAC and AES slopes, and C-score) was estimated with linear regression using both absolute latitude and latitude corrected to remove the effect of inter-regional differences in altitudinal ranges (Fig. 1b). The latter was calculated...
using the residuals of the latitude vs. altitudinal range linear regression (latitude = 25.588 – 0.007 × altitudinal range; r = 0.20, p = 0.47). The relationship between latitude and the residuals of the latitude vs. altitudinal range regression was: latitude = 21.323 + residuals (r = 0.98, p < 0.0001). We removed outliers based on Cook’s distance (Cook 1977): values higher than 4/(n – k – 1) were removed, where n is the number of replicates and k is the number of variables in the model (= 1 in all cases). This procedure was repeated until no more outliers were found, which rendered three outliers (two DDR, one AES) from the detritivore relationships (Table 2), and five outliers (three DDR, two AES) from the relationships for all litter invertebrates (Supplementary material Appendix 1, Table A2).

### Results

We found that nestedness of detritivore assemblages was significant in all tropical regions and declined steadily with increasing latitude (Table 2) (absolute latitude: WINE, r = 0.75, p = 0.003; NODE, r = 0.85, p = 0.002; corrected latitude: WINE, r = 0.75, p = 0.003; NODE, r = 0.82, p = 0.002) (Fig. 1c). This supported our hypothesis H1 that many species-poor tropical assemblages are nested subsets of richer assemblages. Our first proposed explanation for this pattern was that dispersal was limited in the tropics. DDRs were not significant within most regions (Table 2), suggesting that dispersal was not a major structuring force of detritivore assemblages at the regional scale. However, we found that the magnitude of the DDR slopes increased with latitude (absolute latitude: r = 0.70, p = 0.017; corrected latitude: r = 0.67, p = 0.025) (Fig. 1d), supporting our hypothesis H2 that dispersal is less important in the tropics than at higher latitudes. We predicted that dispersal would be limited in tropical regions in relation to low climate overlap across altitudes, but this was not supported by our analyses. The relationships between assemblage similarity and AAC were significant for only two tropical regions and one temperate region (Table 2), and the slope of the AAC relationship showed no latitudinal trend (absolute latitude: r = 0.08, p = 0.80; corrected latitude: r = 0.009, p = 0.98) (Fig. 1e).

We further hypothesized that higher nestedness in the tropics could be linked to stronger environmental filtering. The AES relationship was significant for many regions (Table 2), suggesting that environmental filtering was in fact an important structuring agent of detritivore assemblages. However, contrary to hypothesis H3, the AES slope did not decrease with latitude (absolute latitude: r = 0.38, p = 0.22; corrected latitude: r = 0.47, p = 0.12) (Fig. 1f). The environmental factors most related to assemblage composition within regions were leaf litter availability (reflecting the strong dependence of detritivores on this resource), water chemistry (mostly pH, alkalinity and conductivity, which influence rates of litter breakdown) (Webster and Benfield 1986), channel size and morphology (which affect leaf litter retention) (Lepori et al. 2005), and water temperature (which is also a major driver of detritivore diversity across latitudes – Boyero et al. 2012) (Supplementary material Appendix 1, Table A3).

Finally, we hypothesised that there would be reduced competition in the tropics, although this might be countered by competition for good-quality leaf litter. In most cases there was no such relationship as C-scores did not differ from a random model (Table 2), nor did they change systematically with latitude (absolute latitude: r = 0.02, p = 0.95; corrected latitude: r = 0.11, p = 0.73). When we examined all these ecological patterns and processes for the whole invertebrate assemblage or selected insect orders we found no latitudinal variation in any of them, which supported our hypothesis H5 (Supplementary material Appendix 1).

### Discussion

Our results indicate that, as we predicted, stream detritivore assemblages are structured differently across latitudinal gradients. Tropical regions show a nested structure, where species-poor assemblages contain subsets of species found at species-rich sites, while no nested structure is evident at higher latitudes. Interestingly, other studies have reported...
that stream invertebrate assemblages at high latitudes are nested, but unlike our detritivore-only analysis, have been concerned with whole assemblages (Heino et al. 2009). We initially hypothesized that a latitudinal decrease in nestedness of the assemblages could be related to one or several of the following trends towards higher latitudes: increased dispersal capacity, reduced environmental filtering, or stronger competition between species. We found no evidence that biological interactions were important in structuring detritivore assemblages, but differences between tropical and temperate assemblages could be explained by a combination of the other two processes: environmental filtering and dispersal.

Environmental filtering appeared to be the primary structuring process of stream detritivore assemblages in most of our study regions. Environmental factors act as filters that determine which species from the regional species pool can occur at a given site (Boyero et al. 2011b, Chase and Myers 2011), so a site with few filters is occupied by both common and rare species, while only those species that can cross most filters (i.e. generalists) are widespread. This nested structure is evident for detritivore assemblages in the tropics, but disappears towards higher latitudes with, we suggest, increase in species’ dispersal. Although dispersal is not regarded as a major structuring force in invertebrate assemblages in small, temperate streams (Brown and Swan 2010), and it can vary substantially among taxa (Gronroos et al. 2013), we found an increase in dispersal towards higher latitudes that may disrupt the nested structure and lead to local assemblages that are non-nested subsets of regional pools.

Reduced dispersal towards the tropics was not explained by the reduced altitudinal range shifts proposed by Janzen's (1967) hypothesis. Altitude did not limit dispersal everywhere in the tropics, although we note that different altitudinal ranges were sampled in each region in this study (Fig. 1b). An alternative explanation for the broader distributions in temperate regions is that their greater seasonality and climatic variability represent a major selective force for dispersal (Roy and Goldberg 2007, Willis et al. 2007). The species that occur in previously glaciated regions are the ones capable of dispersing there. No such capacity has generally been required of species in the tropics, except perhaps in habitats of limited extent in which population fluctuations due to climatic variability might have resulted in local extinctions (Williams and Pearson 1997). Moreover, tropical forests are generally denser than high-latitude forests, which may further limit the ability of the terrestrial adults of some aquatic insects to disperse overland (Krosch et al. 2009).

In summary, our global-scale analysis suggests that, from low to high latitudes, the ecological mechanisms underlying the composition and diversity of detritivore assemblages in streams appear to shift from mainly deterministic (environmental filtering) to mainly stochastic (dispersal), providing an explanation for their unusual pattern of local diversity increasing with latitude (Boyero et al. 2012). This is in agreement with previous findings that both deterministic and stochastic processes operate to shape species assemblages (Strange et al. 1992, Hui et al. 2013) but their relative importance can vary across ecological gradients (Chase and Myers 2011). In the tropics, strong environmental filtering together with species’ lower dispersal results in generally species-poor local assemblages, which are nested subsets of less common richer assemblages. At higher latitudes, many taxa have greater dispersal abilities thereby disrupting the nested structure, leading to species-rich local assemblages that occur as non-nested subsets of the regional species pool. Our results match those of Myers et al. (2013) for woody plants of one temperate and one tropical forest. They found that mechanisms driving diversity and community assembly varied with latitude, with dispersal limitation playing a key role in the tropical forest, and environmental filters being important in the temperate forest. Our study, across 149 sites in 15 regions, appears to be the first one to report such patterns in animals.

The patterns we identified may not be detected in studies of entire animal assemblages, or of selected taxa that comprise more than a single functional group. Our analyses of the entire assemblage and of four abundant insect orders indicated no latitudinal variation in taxonomic diversity or the different ecological mechanisms explored here for whole leaf-litter invertebrate assemblages. Individual insect orders showed decreasing taxonomic diversity with latitude, but none showed latitudinal change for any of the metrics used to quantify ecological processes. Thus, seeking latitudinal patterns within functional groups provided insights that were not evident from changes in total stream invertebrate assemblages or individual taxa. These patterns need to be explored for other functional groups and in other habitats, because stream detritivores show an unusual taxonomic diversity gradient (Boyero et al. 2011a, 2012), although some freshwater taxa show more usual trends (Vinson and Hawkins 2003, Pearson and Boyero 2009). Our results suggest that a shift in approach from taxon-based to function-based investigations for animal assemblages may help elucidate the mechanisms behind large-scale gradients in diversity.

Analyses of empirical data such as those presented here cannot unequivocally demonstrate the mechanisms that drive the patterns observed, nor can we be certain that we have included all plausible mechanisms. This can be achieved only through experimental work, which is difficult to conduct at the global scale. However, our results point to a latitudinal shift in ecological drivers of diversity that merits further investigation. Our findings may have broad implications for conservation science and management, as they suggest the need for varying the scale of protected areas at different latitudes. Thus, for stream detritivores, a key priority in the tropics should be the conservation of species-rich sites, whereas in temperate and boreal zones broad regional conservation efforts are more likely to be effective.
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